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“Every two days now we create as much information
as we did from the dawn of civilization up until 2003.”
Former Google CEO Erik Schmidt

The question is, when it comes to the third, fourth and fifth day out (and every day that follows)
how do marketers sort through and apply all that information created? As marketers head into 2013,
that really becomes the crux of the matter. Management of and actionable inferences gained from the data being collected
are beginning to trump data massing itself.
Today it feels as if Big Data is everywhere. Google the phrase and some 1.3 billion hits populate thousands of search pages.
It’s a topic that comes up in TED seminars. It’s discussed in boardrooms, featured in business publications and it’s even
reached the print and online home of the New York Times. Rather than being a media-friendly sound bite, Erik Schmidt’s
information-creating comment is proving every bit accurate. In fact, with data generation set for a 50-fold worldwide increase
by 2020, data collection (transmitted by wireless Bluetooth and Wi-Fi links as well as 3G and 4G mobile networks), generation
and the privacy concerns they create are very much filling space on both sides of the same coin. Meanwhile, solutions for the
long-term storage crunch are as unique as the terms “petabyte” (one million gigabytes) and “exabyte” (one billion gigabytes)
and include attempts to store data in the DNA of E. Coli bacteria and diamonds. Both methods are already being studied.

From Tabulators to Tablets and the Rise of Mobile
As with many terms, “Big Data” came into vogue long after many of its tenets had already been in place. Its earliest intimations
stem from the 1880 US census and the Census Bureau's growing need to to better process mountains of incoming data and do
it quickly enough that the information gained could be put to good use – something marketers of today could well appreciate.
By 1890, thanks to the technological advances of one Herman Hollerith (a former bureau employee) and his “Hollerith Tabulator” –
a device that cut census data processing time in half – the age of Big Data had begun.
What would Hollerith think if he saw just how much more data we’re able to collect with smartphones and feature phones alike,
and also the growing problem with how to manipulate that data and act on it? According to a July 2012 WorldBank report,
some 75% of the world’s population now has access to a mobile phone. And with multiple subscriptions on the rise, it’s likely
the number of phones will soon eclipse the total human population of 7.2 billion.
Consider the marketing potential contained in these ounce-sized mobile companions. There are billions of phones collecting
and disseminating billions of bits of data. That includes: SMS messages, mobile email, digital Wi-Fi and Bluetooth-enabled
signage opt-ins and the latest generation of proximity detection (also based on the above wireless communication technologies) –
all capable of gathering average price points, typical purchases, even in-store and near-store dwell times along with gender
and likely demographic of the customer. To a very real extent data never had a better “little big tool.”
For mobile marketers 2013 offers tremendous potential, both in the capturing of data and the ability to act upon it in real-time.
But just because data can be captured does not mean it must be captured. Add to that the need to balance security and privacy
and it’s very clear mobile marketers have much to consider.
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Capitalizing on Big Data in the Mobile Marketing Landscape
Here’s a snapshot not only of the current mobile marketing landscape and how to capitalize on the torrent of
incoming data, but of what is on the horizon and how best to implement a strategy addressing the above privacy
concerns while connecting with consumers in entirely new ways:
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While data collection is nearly ubiquitous today, customers remain protective of their data.
Anonymous collection is a step in the right direction, but loyalty programs that require shoppers
to freely give up some of their personal information for more timely and relevant products remains
the best way to capture vital information and paint the most accurate shopper picture. Of course,
anonymous data collection is often the ideal springboard, or first step in beginning the loyalty
process, driving further engagement and the accumulation of even more granular data. According
to a recent study 48% of customers felt that the best time to win their loyalty was during a purchase.
Just think if a customer’s first purchase was incentivized in part through the anonymous data collected?
Very often Big Data’s results are too big for a single team to handle. In addition, many companies lack
the necessary staffing skills to interpret and analyze the data, nor are they familiar with the software
performing the research. To that end, iSIGN Media recently signed a partnership with Baylor University,
where the proximity data collated by Smart Antenna (via a Bluetooth/Wi-Fi combination) sends and
receives (including deals, promotions, opt-in coupons), is sent to a third party for professional analysis.
So for mobile marketers, consider third-party outsourcing of your collected data. That way your staff will
avoid the data deluge and budgets will remain on track. The reality is that for all the hype surrounding
Big Data, only 26% of retail executives report being fully aware of the concept and 17% of retail executives
are not aware of it at all. Some of that disconnect is undoubtedly due to an uncertainty of what to do next
after the data is collected.
What do privacy and pizza have in common these days? Everything, especially if you’re Papa Johns. The
franchise was recently slapped with a $250 million class action lawsuit for sending customers unsolicited
and illegal (not to mention annoying) SMS messages. The Telecommunications Consumer Protection Act of
1991 makes clear that company text messaging must be an opt-in experience. Companies must adhere to
this rule if they hope to maintain loyalty and avoid legal intervention. With plaintiffs asking for $500
reimbursement per text, the fines to Papa’s John’s third-party text message distributor could be historic.
Going forward, marketers must: a) be mindful of existing privacy laws, b) be vigilant about staying abreast
of updates and changes to telecommunications laws , and c) properly vet third-party companies, ensuring
that they’ve had no Papa Johns-like problems in the past.
The truth is it’s not only popular pizza franchises that risk running into legal snafus over data privacy.
Despite the digital age we live in, many consumers remain highly skeptical over their data security –
even as they more freely engage with brands and retailers over the mobile web and social media.
A recent Forrester report found that nearly 40% of survey respondents didn’t trust any company with
their personal data. Banks and investment companies scored trust worthiest, but even here only 43%
agreed with that sentiment. Mobile marketers need to take this dichotomy seriously. Aim for extreme
data transparency so potential customers know how their mobile information is being collected and
used and what thirdparty (if any) is doing the analysis. As with a loyalty program, demonstrating this
sincerity in addressing consumer concerns will go a long way toward instilling repeat business.
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The Big Data Gold Mine
In November 2012 CNN wrote about the re-birth of a 2.5-ton 61-year-old digital computer, once used for atomic research. The
dedication which went into its multi-year restoration speaks to the importance that data collection and analysis holds and will
continue to hold in our lives.
Today’s smartphones and tablets can be weighed in ounces and the data they collect and disseminate is literally quadrillions of
times greater. (The room-sized computer has the data storage capacity equal to pocket calculators) But there’s no questioning
the technology roots. With the pace of progress accelerating, just imagine what your smartphone or tablet will look like -- and
the kinds of metrics it will be capable of gathering -- in 2015, let alone 60 years hence.
By then Erik Schmidt’s quote might sound as antiquated as “Tabulators” – a public opinion that mobile marketers will easily be
able to track, measure and act on. Armed with information mining tools like smartphones, feature phones, and tablets,
Big Data is fast becoming the 21st century’s mobile marketing gold.

The data mine is open for business
and Big Data’s big potential is just
beginning to be tapped.

BIG
DATA
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About iSIGN Media
iSIGN Media is a North American leader in multiplatform advertising solutions that utilize Bluetooth , Mobile, WiFi and
Location-Aware technologies to deliver rich media, permission-based messages to engage consumers more deeply and
cost-effectively. The resulting business intelligence and real time metrics, gathered through iSIGN’s patent-pending
advertising platform, deliver insights into emerging consumer behaviors that help advertisers measure their efforts and
make better business decisions to increase ROI and customer loyalty.
iSIGN's solutions respect user privacy via opt-in functionality, and do not collect or require personal information such
as mobile phone numbers or customer names. Information is instead associated with a unique technical identifier linked
to aparticular mobile device, and anonymously analyzed for subsequent business purposes and targeted marketing
campaigns. This translates into customer peace of mind, yet gives businesses the power to understand their customers'
needs and interests in unprecedented detail.
Delivering targeted, rich marketing campaigns to customers therefore involves less business risk and ongoing investment
than ever before, while also yielding dramatically improved positive response levels when compared to traditional marketing
platforms such as mass-mailing or telemarketing.
Headquartered in Richmond Hill, Ontario, with R&D and customer support operations in Vancouver, BC and Tampa, FL, the
Company has also grown to become the largest owner/operator of in-store digital media in Canada with 5,600 digital signs
in 1,400 locations. Partners include: AOpen America Inc. and IBM, with solution distribution by BlueStar Inc.
iSIGN is publicly traded in Toronto (TSX-V: ISD) and additional information can be found at www.isignmedia.com.
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